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Value Education Session

Strive for a better life

RDPS

Ms. Jyotsna Arora
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78,L2,207U 40 minutes
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Value Education File
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. -: :^ :< of ways in which we can help keep our surroundingsclean.

. T: le: learners reflect on the importance of keeping their surroundings clean,

. T3 motivate the learners to have a clean and healthy environment.

' Tc inculcate good habits.

To make the students aware how can they contribute in keeping their surrounding neat and clean.

Excellence is the gradual result of always striving to do better.

DESCRIPTION:

"When you strive to become better than you are. Everything around you becomes better too."
"Cleanliness is a state of purity, clarity and precision."

- .=' j.,- ''c '''. LJe eCucation session on the theme "strive for a better life" was conducted rn GrJest Lecture

-. --:r- rearneTs of Class I. The maln idea behind the session was to develop the habit of keeping oneself
:-:C SUr-r-our-lding neat and clean. Learners were asked how they can contribute in keeping their surroundings

:lean and they came up with many different answers, To make learners aware about the importance of
:ieanliness and ways of achievlng it, video was shown. The learners learnt how can they get rid of mosquitoes,
rnsects, rats etc. by using different cleaning agents like phenyl, broomstickretc. Followed by the video,
Ciscussion was held where learners shared their view points about same. Learners were also directed towards

tre thought that a clean environment brings positivity to our lives, Further a video emphasizing the use of 3 R's

iReduce, Recycle and Reuse) was also shown to add on an aspect for attaining a better and balanced life by a

:ai-eful use of resources. Finally a song "It's time to clean L!p" was taken up and the learners were encouraged

:: sing along with actions. Some of the learners came up on the stage and performed on the song too. They all

::;oyed the song. The learners attended the session wiih full enthusiasm and actively participated in the
ciscussion taken up on the topic. Overall, the session helped to inculcate among the learners the values of
maintaining neat and clean surroundings along with the need to use resources judiciously so as to have a better
a:d an organized life.
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